HOMEKIT-ENABLED SMART WIRING DEVICES WARRANTY

Limited Lifetime Warranty. Pass & Seymour, Inc. (“P&S”) warrants the devices listed below when purchased for residential use against defects in workmanship and materials for as long as you own the device. If the device fails due to manufacturing defect during normal use, return the device for replacement to the store where purchased or send to: Pass & Seymour/Legrand, 50 Boyd Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13209. All requests for replacement must include a dated sales receipt (legible copies acceptable).

HKRL10xx Smart Switch with HomeKit Technology
HKRL20xx Smart Remote Switch
HKRL50xx Smart Tru-Universal Dimmer with HomeKit Technology
HKRL60xx Smart Remote Dimmer
HKRP10 Smart Plug-In Switch with HomeKit Technology
HKRP20 Smart Plug-In Tru-Universal Dimmer with HomeKit Technology

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE SET FORTH IN THIS WARRANTY, THE HOMEKIT-ENABLED SMART WIRING DEVICES AND ANY ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY UPDATES, FROM LEGRAND ARE PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" AND "AS AVAILABLE" BASIS, AND LEGRAND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY WITH RESPECT TO THE HOMEKIT-ENABLED SMART WIRING DEVICES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. YOUR USE OF THE HOMEKIT-ENABLED SMART WIRING DEVICES IS AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK, AND YOU WILL BE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE THAT RESULTS FROM THE USE OF THE HOMEKIT-ENABLED SMART WIRING DEVICES INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY DAMAGE TO PRODUCTS, YOUR SYSTEMS, HARDWARE, SOFTWARE OR LOSS OF DATA OR PROFITS.

WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, LEGRAND DOES NOT WARRANT AND CANNOT GUARANTEE THAT UNAUTHORIZED THIRD PARTIES WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO DEFEAT LEGRAND’S SECURITY MEASURES OR USE YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION FOR IMPROPER PURPOSES. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU PROVIDE YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION AT YOUR OWN RISK.

YOUR SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER THIS WARRANTY SHALL BE THE EQUIVALENT REPLACEMENT OF THE DEVICE. IN NO EVENT SHALL THIS WARRANTY APPLY TO ANY DEFECT ARISING OUT OF ANY ALTERATION OF THE DEVICE, IMPROPER WIRING, IMPROPER INSTALLATION, MISUSE, ABNORMAL USE OR NEGLIGENCE.

IN NO EVENT SHALL P&S OR ITS AFFILIATES BE LIABLE FOR LOST PROFITS, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

Some states do not allow limitations on how long implied warranties last and do not allow exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages. Some of the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to every purchaser.
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